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recorded appropriate rises in acceleration and velocity when
compared to the camera-based motion-analysis system and
offers the first direct measurement of acceleration in a professional pitcher. As such, the IMU array promises to provide more
accurate kinematic measurements than alternative methods.
The technique also allows measurements outside of controlled
laboratory conditions and therefore could provide positive
practical and clinical applications ranging from improved player
training to injury prevention and rehabilitation.

ABSTRACT
Previous biomechanical studies have attempted to quantify the mechanics of throwing and to measure the forces
sustained in the upper extremity during high-velocity pitching.
Biomechanical testing of pitchers in its current state, however,
is subject to inaccuracy and cumbersome to perform. Testing
requires controlled laboratory conditions where “high-speed”
cameras are set in fixed positions around the subject, and the
motion of the arm is tracked with navigational markers affixed
to the pitcher. Variables such as acceleration and velocity are
derived from a series of calculations based on positional data.
We hypothesized that direct measurements of acceleration and
velocity could improve kinematic analysis of baseball pitching.
To assess this hypothesis, a controlled validation study of a
novel Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) array was performed.
Each IMU consists of three-dimensional accelerometers and
gyroscopes, permitting direct measurements of acceleration and
angular velocity. Simultaneous testing of a single professional
baseball pitcher was undertaken utilizing both “high-speed”
camera-based motion tracking and our newly developed IMU
array. Results indicated an acceleration phase during the pitching cycle lasting 0.022 seconds. During this phase, traditional
motion tracking cameras recorded four data points. Thirty data
points were recorded by each IMU. The IMUs recorded 60.4g’s
of acceleration at the shoulder and 83.0g’s of acceleration at the
wrist. Acceleration over 100g’s was documented at the hand.
While no statistical comparison between systems was possible
in this early proof-of-concept study, the IMU array successfully

INTRODUCTION
Pitching injuries have increased markedly over the past
few decades. In 1973, Tullos noted that 50% of professional
baseball pitchers at some point in their career experience elbow
or shoulder pain sufficient enough to keep them from throwing.1 Between 1989 and 1999, the number of pitchers who
became disabled increased 54% and the number of days missed
by pitchers increased by 58%.2 This prevalence of injuries is
not limited to professional athletes. Andrews examined 5-year
periods within his practice and, comparing the two most recent
five-year periods, noted twice as many elbow surgeries for professional pitchers, four times as many for collegiate pitchers,
and six times as many for high school pitchers.3
Most pitching injuries are a result of repetitive microtrauma where repeated submaximal loads result in cumulative
microtrauma to the soft tissues over time.1, 4-7 These overuse
injuries have been attributed to many factors including pitch
counts, pitch types, pitch mechanics, physical conditioning,
periodization, nutrition, and supplements. Changes due to
improper mechanics, poor dynamic stability or muscle fatigue
negatively influence performance and may increase vulnerability to injury.8, 9 An understanding of the biomechanics of
baseball pitching can assist in minimizing potential for injury,
preventing overuse injuries, and evaluating rehabilitation protocols.
Previous biomechanical studies have attempted to characterize and quantify the mechanics of pitching and to
understand the relationship between factors leading to injuries. Initial studies in the 60’s and 70’s were performed with
visual examinations of stroboscopic images.1 As technology has
advanced, improved mechanisms of analysis have permitted
more quantitative analysis. Today, computerized motion-tracking cameras are used to follow markers placed on the subject.
Three-dimensional positional data of each body part is derived
and velocity, acceleration, and forces calculated secondarily.
Werner, Hawkins, and Gill utilized three 120 hertz cameras and
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video analysis to determine positional data.10, 11 Andrews and
the American Sports Medicine Institute (ASMI) utilized six 240
hertz motion tracking cameras to perform these same calculations.3, 4, 8, 12-14
Computerized tracking of the upper extremity, however,
remains challenging. Numerous markers are affixed to the
body, while multiple cameras are used to ensure that each
marker is always in view. Ideal environments are required to
ensure proper visualization by the cameras. For this reason,
a specialized laboratory is usually required for accurate data
capture. Although real-size pitching mounds have been built
within these environments and playing conditions have been
simulated, the constraints around data capture prevent direct
application to live practice and game activities.
These analyses have also been challenging due to the
magnitude of the velocities and accelerations involved. The
acceleration phase of pitching lasts approximately 20-40 milliseconds. During this time, elbow extension velocities have been
calculated between 2,500 and 4,500 deg/sec.10, 13, 15, 16 Internal
rotation of the shoulder has been approximated at 10,000
deg/sec.10, 14 Accelerations of the arm, derived from the second
derivative of the positional data, are estimated to be between
300,000 deg/sec2 and 500,000 deg/sec2.16 At these extreme
speeds and with analysis only at 240 hertz, only 4-6 points of
measurements of the arm are possible, and smoothing errors
are introduced with each level of analysis. With so few data
points, calculations of acceleration simply exceed the resolution
of these motion-tracking cameras.
The purpose of this proof-of-concept study was to develop
and validate a new method of motion analysis that would not
suffer from the same level of environmental and measurement
constraints. During this study, a portable and wearable set of
accelerometers and gyroscopes were used to directly measure
velocity and acceleration about the elbow and shoulder during
a baseball pitch. Over the past decade, accelerometers and
gyroscopes have increased in accuracy and decreased in size
and cost. These devices, which respectively measure acceleration and angular velocity, have been made small enough to
become practical in real-world applications.17 Accelerometers
outside of medicine have been used to detect a falling laptop
(ThinkPad Technologies) or to sense if airbag deployment is
necessary. More recently, accelerometers have been used to
measure lower extremity joint angles over time.18-21 Wearable
devices, with units on the leg and thigh, have been used to
track activity levels of subjects wearing the apparatus.17, 22, 23 In
addition, wireless three-dimensional accelerometers combined
with gyroscopes (Inertial Measurement Units — IMUs) have
recently been utilized to measure inertia for gesture recognition
by the MIT Media Lab.24, 25
For our study, we hypothesized that a portable IMU array
could provide a direct measurement of the kinematics of baseball pitching at least as accurate as the current standard of
camera-based tracking motion analysis. To assess this hypothesis, a controlled validation study evaluated the kinematics of
a professional baseball pitcher, comparing our newly developed

array of accelerometers and gyroscopes to the traditional “highspeed” tracking cameras.
METHODS
A pilot study of a prototype IMU array was completed
during spring training 2006. After IRB approval and informed
consent and under the direction of the subject’s coach, a single
professional baseball player underwent simultaneous biomechanical testing utilizing both a camera-based motion tracking
system and our newly developed IMU array (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Wireless Inertial Measurement Unit
This prototype inertial measurement unit contains a three-dimensional 100G accelerometer, a three-dimensional gyroscope, and wireless transmission abilities.
Operating at 1000 Hz, the unit is self-contained and powered by a lithium battery
(on the right). Data is transmitted to a base station for processing.

A camera-based motion analysis system (XOS
Technologies), employing “high-speed” cameras operating at
180 Hz, allowed positional tracking of each pitch. A series of
10 motion analysis cameras were set-up on a regulation-sized
pitching mound (Figure 2). Subjects were fit with both passive electrodes for the camera-based motion analysis and a 6
segment wireless IMU array (Figure 3). Inertial measurement
units were carefully affixed to the chest, upper arm, forearm,

Figure 2: High-speed Motion Tracking Cameras
Traditional biomechanical analyses utilize motion-tracking cameras in a controlled
environment. In this study, a series of 10 high-speed motion analysis cameras were
set-up on a regulation pitching mound to allow positional tracking of the subject.
This was performed at 180Hz.
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Figure 5:
Three Dimensional
reconstruction of
Motion-Tracking Data
A real-time three-dimensional video reconstruction of pitching kinematics was created utilizing
motion-tracking software.
These reconstructions
were compared with
variations in IMU data to
allow subjective evaluation of the quality of data.

Figure 3: Motion Tracking Electrodes
The study subject was fit with multiple motion-analysis passive electrodes as well as
a six segment wireless IMU. Inertial Measurement Units were applied to the chest,
upper arm, forearm, and hand to allow independent measurements of each segment
of the arm.
Figure 4:
Calibration of motiontracking sensors
A real-time three-dimensional video reconstruction of pitching
kinematics was created
utilizing motion-tracking software. A short
calibration sequence was
performed prior to each
pitch.

Figure 6: Inertial Measurement Unit Array Data
Direct measurements of acceleration and angular velocity were recorded at 1000Hz.
Standard high-speed motion analysis synchronized to the IMU data indicated an
appropriate rise in acceleration during the acceleration phase of the pitching cycle.
(A) Acceleration data in three planes at the wrist indicate a maximum acceleration
approaching 83g’s at ball release. (B) At the shoulder, G forces are slight smaller
(60g’s) however, angular velocities increase as the distance from the center of rotation is smaller.

and hand. Each battery powered IMU weighed approximately
45gm and operated at 1000Hz. Data from the IMU array was
wirelessly transmitted to a base-station.
After calibration of each system (Figure 4), the pitcher
threw a series of seven fastballs using a regulation baseball off
a regulation pitcher’s mound. Using positional data from the
camera-based tracking system, real-time three-dimensional
cartoon reconstructions of each pitch were performed (Figure
5). Kinematic parameters were calculated from simultaneous
recordings of position, acceleration, and velocity by the two
systems. The acceleration phase of the pitching cycle was isolated from each data and maximum acceleration and velocities
compared at the wrist, shoulder, and hand.

IMU calculations of internal rotation velocity at the shoulder approximated 12,000 deg/sec. 60.4g’s (591 m/s2) of acceleration was recorded by the IMU at the shoulder. At the wrist,
80g’s of acceleration (784 m/s2) was recorded at the endpoint of
the acceleration phase of the pitching cycle. Further distally, at
the hand, the IMU array documented greater than 100g’s (980
m/s2) of acceleration.
No statistical comparison between systems was possible
in this early pilot study. Nonetheless, the IMU array recorded
appropriate rises in acceleration and velocity when compared
to the camera-based motion-analysis system. Subjective comparisons of three-dimensional reconstructions of each pitch
with IMU array data indicated that fine movements of the arm
during the pitching cycle were captured by the IMU array.

RESULTS
Results are pictured in Figure 6 and indicate a pitching
acceleration phase lasting 0.022 seconds. The high-speed
motion-tracking camera system was able to capture four data
points during this phase of the pitching cycle. The IMU array
captured 30 data points during this same period. A rapid rise
in elbow extension velocity and humeral internal rotation was
recorded in both systems.

DISCUSSION
This proof-of-concept study was designed to validate a
new method of biomechanical analysis using a portable and
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wearable set of accelerometers to analyze motion about the
elbow and shoulder during a baseball pitch. A single professional baseball pitcher underwent simultaneous biomechanical testing with a traditional “high-speed” motion-analysis
cameras tracking arm position at 180Hz as well as with our
novel IMU array directly measuring arm accelerations and
velocities at 1000Hz.
While one previous study almost 25 years ago attempted
the use of an accelerometer to assess pitching biomechanics, limits in technology at the time prevented meaningful
results.26 To our knowledge, no further use of accelerometers
to measure pitching has been published, and this study represents the first productive application of this technology to
this effort.
While statistical comparison was not possible in this small
pilot study, our results indicate that both systems recorded
appropriate rises in acceleration and velocity throughout the
pitching cycle. Subjective comparisons of 3D video reconstructions indicated that fine movements of the arm during
the pitching cycle were appropriately recorded by the IMU
array.
The IMU array captured almost six times more data during the acceleration phase of the pitching cycle alone when
compared to the traditional motion-tracking analysis. This
allows a more detailed evaluation of the forces involved in
pitching than what is possible with traditional motion-analysis cameras. Furthermore, the IMU array directly measured
three-dimensional accelerations and velocities thus avoiding
the possibility of smoothing errors in the process of deriving
acceleration and velocities from position data. Contrary to
previous assumptions regarding acceleration, this initial analysis demonstrates acceleration within the acceleration phase
to be non-linear (Figure 6). Given this finding, characterization of forces in the shoulder based on acceleration derived
from traditional technology may be inadequate.
This study presents the first published values of maximal
acceleration in the upper extremity of a professional baseball
player. Moreover, as acceleration is directly proportional to
force, future application of these measurements may allow
greater accuracy in the calculation of forces in the shoulder
and upper arm during the pitching cycle.
Internal rotation velocities at the shoulder during the
acceleration phase of the pitching cycle measured in this subject approximated 12,000 deg/sec. This is faster (over 15%)
than previously published data10, 14 and could indicate that the
published values of maximum velocity of internal rotation at

the shoulder may be inaccurate and could be refined with a
more complete analysis. Previous calculations of forces in the
upper extremity would also be affected.
IMU arrays are self-contained and allow measurement of
pitching parameters outside of an artificially controlled laboratory setting. As such, the technology more easily permits
real world and longitudinal studies of the biomechanics of
pitching. Future studies of biomechanics may take place on
an actual playing field or even during a game. We anticipate
that as technology advances and miniaturizes, changes in
biomechanics may be tracked over time, throughout a single
game, or even a career. This would potentially permit quantitative evaluations and, significant, real-world / real-time
observations of the variation in forces in the pitching arm
as it varies with pitch type, pitcher age, or even with fatigue.
Similarly, changes to training routines and physical conditioning may be indicated based on a more robust and proactive
monitoring mechanism. Alterations in pitching mechanics
could be evaluated post-operatively and the effects of rehabilitation quantified.
Moreover, these same analyses could be applied to other
overhead sports such as football or tennis, or even applied to
the lower extremity for biomechanical evaluations outside
of the laboratory in running sports. We hope to attain these
goals with the continued development of this technology.
In conclusion, this pilot study demonstrated the plausible
measurement of the biomechanics of pitching at speeds more
than five times that of traditional tracking cameras. These
wearable IMU’s directly measure velocity and acceleration,
providing the possibility of a new generation of precision in
the measurement of the kinematics and kinetics of pitching. The measurement mechanism itself more easily allows
measurements outside of controlled laboratory conditions.
The scientific evaluations and real-time, quantifiable observations that such devices allow have wide-ranging practical and
clinical applications for the overhead throwing athlete including injury prevention, conditioning / training direction, and
post-operative rehabilitation. We plan to use this system to
study the kinetics and kinematics of different types of pitches
as well including fastballs, curveballs, change-ups, and sliders.
This data would have significant impact on the rehabilitation
and return to pitching of an injured player, as well as provide
objective data on which to introduce new types of pitches to
adolescent players.
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